The second half of the twenthieth century has witnessed unprecedented transformations in the relationship between the Western Christian and Jewish communities. At the center of the developments stood a movement of interfaith dialogue and reconciliation, serving as a catalyst that helped to bring about many of the changes. Beginning hesitatingly at the turn of the twentieth century, the dialogue between Jews and non-Jews gained more ground in English speaking nations in the decades between the two World Wars. The movement of interfaith reconciliation advanced considerably in the years after World War II, and reached a "golden age" in the late 1960s and 1970s, when an unprecedented momentum for reconciliation and dialogue between the faiths flourished in Europe, America, Israel, and other countries. Despite occasional setbacks, this movement of reconciliation helped to improve the relationship between Christians and Jews in an unprecedented manner, and on a worldwide scale.
Dialogue and Reconciliation: the Beginnings of a Movement
The early attempts at interfaith dialogue between Christians and Jews began in America in the latter decades of the nineteenth century, mostly on the initiative of liberal Protestants. In addition to cooperating over civic issues, a number of Jewish and Christian clergymen invited each other to give talks in their congregations. Such interactions often took place on a sporadic basis and usually entailed personal friendships between Jewish and Christian religious leaders. More significant for future developments were the interfaith conferences, which liberal Protestants organized and in which liberal as well as more traditionalist rabbis took part. 1 One of the more special occasions in the early history of interfaith dialogue and reconciliation was the World Parliament of Religions (WPR), which convened in Chicago, in 1893, in conjunction with the World Columbian Exposition. It brought together Protestants, Catholics, and Greek Orthodox Christians, as well as Jews, Buddhists, Hindus, Baha"i, Muslims, Native Americans, and representatives of other faiths as well.
2 It offered Jewish religious leaders, such as Alexander Kohut, Isaac M. Wise, Kaufmann Kohler, Emil G. Hirsch, and Marcus Jastrow, an opportunity to present their views to a non-Jewish audience and make a case for Judaism. While Emil G. Hirsch, a Reform rabbi from Chicago, spoke about the need to overcome parochial differences and create one world religion, other Jewish representatives used the occasion to defend
Influenced by a more literal reading of the Bible, conservative Protestants saw special merit in evangelizing the Jews. They were not alone-numerous Western Christian groups in Europe and America were busy propagating Christianity among the Jews all over the globe. 8 Christian missionary activity caused much resentment among Jewish leaders, who viewed the missions as a demonstration of Christian contempt towards Judaism and Jews. A number of Jewish religious leaders in Germany, Britain and America of the late nineteenth century were busy defending Judaism against what they considered to be unjustified defamation resulting from the unwillingness of Christians to relate to Judaism as a legitimate faith. 9 However, Reform Jewish participants in the dialogue, on their part, also promoted a triumphalist Jewish vision of the future according to which Judaism stood at the top of the religious evolutionary ladder and would gradually become the one universal world religion.
Already at this early stage, certain characteristics of the dialogue were laid out. Many of the issues discussed were not spiritual or theological, yet the dialogue between Jews and non-Jews was entrusted to clergymen. Representing Judaism and the Jewish community in dialogue with representatives of other faiths would become an important component of rabbis' work in Europe and America and would add to the prestige of the rabbinate. Rabbis, including those serving as leaders or functionaries of Jewish organizations, would become the representatives of Judaism and Jewish causes vis a vis other faiths as well as society at large. Another feature of the dialogue that revealed itself was that willingness to meet with Jewish representatives and dialogue with Jews did not necessarily mean that Christians accepted Judaism as a religion equal to their own, or that Jews gave up on triumphalist elements of their faith, to say nothing about generations-old bitterness towards Christianity and Christian attitudes towards Judaism. Christian participants in the dialogue would continue to be representatives of liberal wings of their faith, while most Jewish participants at this early stage of the dialogue were Reform rabbis or rabbis of the "Historical School," or the fledgling Conservative movement. Yet, contrary to a prevailing myth, Orthodox rabbis and communities were also dialoguing with Christians. 10 While some attempts at dialogue took place in continental Europe, developments there were be more limited and the achievements of the early dialogue, as limited as they were, took place in the English speaking world. While the very attempts at dialogue during that period should be viewed as a form of good will, it seems that both Jews and Christians were not yet ready for such a transformation. Matters changed in the following decades.
Systematic Dialogue during Times of Tragedy: The 1920s-1940s
Attempts at dialogue and cooperation in the English-speaking world took a new turn in the 1920s, leading to more permanent results. Following World War I, the triumphalist notions of both Protestants and Jews began to erode, and a number of liberal Protestant and Jewish thinkers would begin offering each other an amount of recognition and appreciation. There was also an advancement of a more systematic and institutionalized dialogue. In 1924, Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish activists in the United States established the Committee on Good Will. The motivation for the creation of the Committee was more social than theological and had to do with the rise of hate groups in the public life of English-speaking nations, a reality that alarmed Roman Catholics and Jews, who were often targets of such attacks, as well as some liberal Protestants who were also concerned.
11 Similar attempts were taking place in other Englishspeaking countries. The first National Council of Christians and Jews (NCCJ) was formed in England in 1924, even before the establishment of the American NCCJ in 1928.
12 While the Committee on Good Will concentrated on fighting bigotry, the NCCJ concentrated its efforts on improving the relationship between Jews and Christians and acted as a major vehicle for dialogue between representatives of Protestant churches and the Roman Catholic Church and 10 For example, Charap, "Accept the Truth from Whosoever Gives It." Coughlin, a pioneer of radio preaching, used his radio program as a vehicle to attack the Jews and blame them for the troubles of the age. 13 The Catholic Coughlin was not alone, as a number of Protestant leaders and laymen also blamed the Jews. Henry Ford, Sr. financed the distribution of anti-semitic publications, including an English translation of The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a fabricated document according to which the Jews were conspiring to take over the entire world.
14 Protestant ministers who promoted a reactionary political agenda, such as Gerald L. K. Smith, included attacks on Jews in their rhetoric.
The rise of organized anti-Jewish rhetoric and policies brought Jewish organizations to institutionalize their involvement with interfaith dialogue. Realizing that building a good relationship with Christian groups was of utmost importance, they turned it into one of the items on their agenda. Groups such as the American Jewish Committee, American Jewish Congress, Canadian Jewish Congress, World Jewish Congress, the Board of Deputies, or the Anti-Defamation League, made it their business to engage in interfaith dialogue, their leaders serving as representatives in interfaith forums. Christian representatives in the dialogue were often sympathetic to Jewish feelings. However, they did not necessarily represent their denominations as a whole. While opposed to bigotry, the mainstream Christian denominations of the time, not to mention the more conservative churches, were far from recognizing Judaism as a legitimate faith. For the most part, the standing of mainstream churches at that time was that while Christians should treat Jews benevolently, Judaism was not equal to Christianity and could not offer its members spiritual comfort, moral guidelines, and salvation for their souls. Not only conservative groups, but mainstream Christian churches as well, continued their efforts at evangelizing Jews. Not surprisingly, the missions became a major issue brought up whenever Christians and Jews dialogued. From the Jewish point of view, Christian attempts at evangelizing Jews were a stumbling block to a relationship of trust and goodwill. They could not accept the idea that Christians could sincerely express respect towards Jews while at the same time seeking to convert them away from their ancestral faith. Committed to an improvement in the relationship between Christianity and Judaism, Christian participants in the dialogue would begin distancing themselves from the efforts to evangelize Jews. 16 An early proponent of a new liberal attitude that recognized Judaism as a legitimate religious tradition was the Unitarian minister John Haynes Holmes of the Community Church in New York. 17 Holmes, who advocated a progressive social and political outlook, became a close friend of Steven S. Wise, an independent Reform rabbi who shared Holmes' social agenda. As early as the late 1920s the influential minister was relating to Judaism as a religion that deserved respect and as a faith able to offer its adherents spiritual content and moral guidance.
18
A more systematic promotion of the same opinions was offered by Reinhold Niebuhr, one of the leading Protestant theologians in the English-speaking world between the 1930s and 1960s. His was a groundbreaking outlook, on the part of a central Christian figure, that offered recognition and acceptance to Judaism as a religious tradition equal in worth to Christianity. Niebuhr, who grew up in the German-American Evangelical Church, worked for a number of years as a minister in a working-class neighborhood in Detroit. In the course of his work, he encountered socially-active Jewish religious leaders and visited Jewish congregations. Rejecting the triumphalist Christian Protestant attitudes that had prevailed before World War I, he concluded that Jews had high moral standards and social consciousness and were therefore not in need of the Gospel. Consequently, he militated against the propagation of the Christian gospel among the Jews. Niebuhr's attitude, which he expressed as early as 1926, signified a revolution in Christian Protestant thinking about Jews and Judaism. With few exceptions, mainstream Protestant theologians and church councils followed a traditional Christian line, constructed by the Church fathers in the early centuries of Christianity. Having rejected their Messiah, the Jews lost their position as the covenant people, God's first nation. According to that view, God's promises to Israel were inherited by the Christian church, and Judaism, as a separate faith from Christianity, had no reason to exist except as a group holding witness to the triumph of Christianity.
Niebuhr pioneered an approach that accepted the legitimacy of a separate Jewish existence alongside Christianity and the idea that Jews, holding a valid religious tradition of their own, did not have to convert to Christianity. His pioneering outlook posed an alternative to traditional Christian attitude towards Judaism. Moving to serve as a professor at Union Theological Seminary in New York, where he advocated a neo-Orthodox theology of "Christian realism," the socially progressive Niebuhr Growing Recognition following World War II Holmes' and Niebuhr's positions were a minority opinion, the majority of mainline Christians not yet accepting the stance adopted by the progressive ministers, but matters changed after World War II. The spirit created by the war, including the camaraderie that developed between Jewish and non-Jewish soldiers serving in the armed forces during the war, as well as between Jewish, Protestant, and Catholic chaplains, helped change the relationships between the faiths. The struggle against Nazism made racist anti-Semitism significantly less acceptable in polite Western societies, and such virulent forms of anti-Jewish agitation decreased significantly in Europe and America during the post-war years. The social and economic changes that came about in the years following the war were also congenial to progress in the relationship between the faiths. In America, Canada, Britain and elsewhere, many Jews moved from the working class and immigrant quarters into the middle classes and suburbia. To a growing number of Christians, Jews seemed like ordinary law-abiding middle-class citizens, not to be blamed for social, political, or economic problems.
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The new atmosphere, which spelled more acceptances, brought about changes on the theological level as well. More Protestant thinkers followed Reinhold Niebuhr in advocating the idea that Jews were not in need of the Christian gospel and had a vital religious tradition of their own to sustain them. During the 1950s-1960s, pro-dialogue groups within mainline churches, such as the Presbyterian Church USA or the United Methodist Church, gained the upper hand, and a growing number of Protestant denominations decided that they had no more interest in allocating money and manpower to evangelizing Jews. In New York, a Presbyterian and Jewish congregations shared the same house of worship, serving as both the Village Presbyterian Church and the Village Temple. In the atmosphere created by such an experiment there was less room for the traditional Christian Replacement Theology and the missionary agenda. Paradoxically, the Cold War enhanced the atmosphere of interfaith reconciliation as it helped legitimize middle class religious expressions in all their varieties, including Judaism, in the American, and, at times, European public arenas. The United States and its western allies were engaged during the 1950s in an intensive global struggle and ideological debate with communism. Participation in religious life became equated with the "American way." In America, Jews participated in the spirit of the age, building hundreds of suburban synagogues, architecturally in line with the tastes and values of the period. Dwight Eisenhower, whose presidency took place during the period, expressed the new mood when he stated that he expected good Americans to be church or synagogue goers. Judaism became, in the 1950s, one of the three "public religions" of America.
23 Dialoguing between Jews and Christians intensified and took a variety of forms. In New York, for example, Jewish, Protestant, and Catholic clergymen operated a radio program together. The scope of participation in the dialogue also enlarged considerably during the period. While at the turn of the century attempts at systematic dialogue were carried out mostly by representatives of the liberal wings of Judaism and Christianity, interfaith dialogue in the 1950s reached the mainstream of the religious communities. In New York, for example, Cardinal Francis Spellman, the Roman Catholic leader of the Archdiocese of New York, made interfaith dialogue and reconciliation between the faiths a high priority. In Britain, clergymen of the Church of England, such as James Parkes (1896-1981), were active in organizing ChristianJewish meetings and theological exchanges, expressing recognition and approval of Judaism. On the Jewish side, leaders and activists of the Reform and Conservative movements played a major role in the reinvigorated dialogue. Orthodox Jewish leaders were more reluctant to take an active part in the dialogue, although in a number of countries, including Britain, France and South Africa, they were often the major, if not the only, rabbinical representatives. Influenced by the opinions of Yosef Dov Soloveichik, many Orthodox institutions and leaders (but not all) asserted that while civic cooperation between members of different faiths was acceptable, theological give and take was forbidden. Ultra-Orthodox Jews would not take part in the dialogue.
Christian and Jewish religious leaders also participated in mutual political interfaith initiatives. The most remarkable interfaith activity of that kind took place in the context of the American Civil Rights Movement. 24 They encountered in such groups many familiar faces, white Protestants and Catholics, as well as black leaders and activists, most of them clergymen. 25 The mutual efforts created at times personal friendships and a sense of camaraderie. 26 The improved relationship between the faiths made open anti-Semitism in Western societies less culturally acceptable, but more covert forms of anti-Jewish sentiments still ran strong. A sociological survey conducted at the initiative of the Anti-Defamation League in the early 1960s discovered that prejudices against Jews were prevalent among the majority of Christians in America, and were especially strong among members of the more conservative Christian groups. Members of groups taking part in the dialogue with Jews were relatively more tolerant. 28 In its early days the WCC was composed primarily of mainline, mostly national, Protestant churches, but its membership grew to include Greek Orthodox, Middle Eastern, and Third-World churches as well. While in its early years the WCC promoted missions among Jews, the commitment of the member churches, and of the organization as a whole, to such an agenda declined sharply. By the 1960s-1970s, most churches affiliated with the WCC changed their approach, abandoning missions, and emphasizing instead dialogue and recognition. 29 The most profound breakthrough on a global scale in interfaith relations that strongly affected the relationship between the religious communities in America occurred during and following Vatican II, the Roman Catholic general council that convened intermittently between 1962 and 1965. The Council was initiated by Pope John XXIII (1881-1963), who wished to reform the church, change its relationship to contemporary culture, and bring about an historical reconciliation between the Roman Catholic Church and other faiths. The Council attempted to put to rest some of the old hostilities between the different Christian churches, as well as between Christianity and other religions, and promoted an atmosphere of forgiveness and acceptance. In its first stages, the Council concentrated on inner reform and intra-Christian relationships. The Council, its significance, and the potential for Jewish-Christian relations were not lost on Jewish leaders and a number of Jewish organizations lobbied for the inclusion of Judaism and the Jewish people in the Council"s agenda for reconciliation. The Anti-Defamation League and the American Jewish Congress, for example, sent representatives to Rome to keep in touch with the Council and its leaders. Golda Meyer, Israel"s minister of Foreign Affairs, also tried to send an envoy to the Council, but was rejected. Influenced by the developments in the relations between the faiths prior to the Council, a number of Catholic bishops and dignitaries, who devoted their careers to the advancement of Catholic-Jewish relations, such as Monsignor John M. Oestrreicher , were instrumental in advancing the reconciliatory agenda regarding the Jews. 
Ariel, Interfaith Dialogue and the Golden Age
Ariel CP 9 http://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/scjr inexpressible mercy concluded the Ancient Covenant…the Jews should not be presented as rejected or accused by God." 31 The document also warned against the accusation of Deicide, the claim that the Jews collectively and in all generations were responsible for the killing of Jesus, whom the Christian tradition has viewed as the Messiah and the Son of God. 32 The resolution was revolutionary, opening a new phase in Jewish-Christian relationships and serving as a stepping stone for further dialogue and additional declarations on the part of Christian Churches in their relation to Jews.
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The Catholic Church's declaration, which represented the opinions of the church"s elite of the mid-1960s, influenced not only the attitudes of the ranks and file of Roman Catholics around the globe. It also gave impetus to the relations of Protestant groups and, to a much lesser extent, Orthodox churches. A number of Protestant churches as well as ecumenical groups followed Vatican II in issuing statements that came to clear the air in relation to the Jews, including a denial of the Deicide charge. Some of these statements went much further theologically than that of the Vatican II Council in their attempt to bring about reconciliation with the Jewish people. The charge of deicide against the Jews is a tragic misunderstanding of the inner significance of the crucifixion. To be sure, Jesus was crucified by some soldiers at the instigation of some Jews. But, this cannot be construed as imputing corporate guilt to every Jew in Jesus' day, much less the Jewish people in subsequent generations. Simple justice alone proclaims the charge of a corporate or inherited curse on the Jewish people to be false. 35 The National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., an ecumenical, largely liberal organization, to which conservative Protestant denominations have taken exception, issued the following statement: "Especially reprehensible are the notions that the Jews, rather than all mankind, are responsible for the death of Jesus Christ, and God has for this reason rejected his covenant people." 39 For the most part, the liberal segments of Western Christianity gave up on the claim to be the sole possessors of the road to salvation. They accepted the idea that other churches and even non-Christian religions could offer moral guidelines and spiritual meaning to their adherents, Judaism not excluded. Evangelizing the Jews remained the declared agenda of the more conservative Protestant churches that did not take part in the dialogue, such as the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod or the Southern Baptist Convention. 40 The conservatives have continuously insisted that Christianity is the only viable religion and only its adherents have truly found the path to salvation. Such has also remained the position of most Orthodox, Middle Eastern and Third World churches.
A growing number of Protestant and Catholic theologians came to characterize Judaism as a religious community in covenant with God. In America, these have included Paul Ricoeur, A. Roy Eckardt, Paul M. Van Buren, and Franklin H. Littell, to name just a few of the more noted ones. 41 This outlook, which places Judaism on an equal spiritual and moral footing with Christianity, became the province of liberals in English-speaking countries more than of European and ThirdWorld Christians. Within German Protestantism, for example, this attitude has developed in a slower and more limited fashion, while in the Third World churches it was completely rejected. 42 The new climate of interfaith dialogue embodied a greater degree of mutual recognition and legitimacy, motivating a keen Christian attempt to eradicate prejudices against the Jews and establishing a new basis for a relationship between the faiths. Having acquitted the Jews of deicide, the years-old accusation of having killed Jesus, liberal Protestants and Catholics went a step further to clear the atmosphere of hatred that this and other similar charges had created.
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In the late 1960s, Protestants and Catholics systematically examined textbooks that had been used in their religious schools and removed passages with anti-Semitic overtones or that drew a negative portrait of the Jews. A 1972 survey found that the charge of deicide had almost disappeared from Christian textbooks in America. 43 Not only liberal churches, but conservative ones as well became more sensitive to the manner in which they presented Jews in their publications. This does not mean that the old accusations against Jews disappeared in Christian popular culture. For example, Jews have continued to be portrayed as the slayers of Jesus or as the motivating cause behind his death in musical and theatrical works, such as passion plays. In Jesus Christ Superstar, a stage production of the 1970s, the Jews cry out: "Crucify him, crucify him." In the 2000s, Mel Gibson"s film, the Passion of the Christ, which adopts the narrative and message of traditional passion shows, presented the Jewish crowd as demanding the crucifixion of Jesus from an innocent Roman governor. Such negative presentations of Jews, which have gone on for long centuries, and have deep cultural roots, have not been easy to eradicate.
No less daring than clearing the textbooks of negative images of Jews have been theological works carried out by liberal Christian theologians who undertook to examine the corpus of Christian writings in order to acquire a more profound understanding of the ideas and claims that had produced the negative images of the Jews. A number of Christian theologians, historians, biblical scholars, and writers have traced the negative attitudes adopted toward the Jews in the early centuries of Christianity, or to theologians in the Middle-Ages and the Reformation. 44 Christian theologians have dealt with the significance of the Holocaust for Christianity. 45 Though sensitive to the suffering that had been the lot of the Jews, Christians tried to ascribe a universal significance to the murder of millions of innocent people, prompting at times an uneasy feeling among Jewish participants in the Dialogue. 46 Perhaps the most impressive development that followed the interfaith dialogue has been the growing curiosity among Christian thinkers, scholars, clergymen, and students about Jewish history and texts. 
Ariel CP 12 http://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/scjr period, emerging from the same cradle. 47 Christian scholars have increasingly taken an interest in the study of Jewish history, thought, mysticism, and religious law from the post-biblical period to the present. Jewish Studies have become part of the curriculum at Protestant and Catholic theological seminaries, at times taught by Jewish scholars who have studied at rabbinical seminaries or Jewish or Israeli universities. In divinity schools, theological seminaries, and departments of religious studies, "Old Testament Theology" has often changed into "Hebrew Bible" and Christian students have come to read biblical Hebrew in the Sephardic pronunciation prevalent in modern-day Israel. The openness on the part of Christians towards the study of Judaism has affected American and European universities, and at times, Asian universities as well. Hundreds of Christian and secular universities have incorporated the study of Judaism as a discipline of study during the same period. But not only theologians and academicians participated in interfaith dialogue.
In the atmosphere of reconciliation that developed in the aftermath of the Vatican Council, numerous regional groups of Christians and Jews organized, mostly in the American continent and Europe. Liberal and mainstream Protestants of various denominations, together with Roman Catholics and, at times, Greek Orthodox and even (albeit rarely) Monophysite churches have formed meeting groups with Jews, discussing issues of mutual concern, and engaging in interfaith community projects. At times, communities would invite each other to visit their sanctuaries and participate as observers in the services. Visiting other communities of faith has become a standard feature of Sunday school curricula in liberal Jewish and Christian communities in America. 48 Likewise, it became quite usual for Protestant or Catholic congregations to pay visits to Jewish synagogues during services. Until the 1960s, synagogues had been exclusive Jewish territories, with non-Jews showing little interest in visiting Jewish houses of worship. In the 1980s and 1990s, this reality changed, and synagogues became attractive to non-Jews, who, in groups or as individuals, began visiting synagogue services in relatively large numbers. While some of the visitors have come at the invitation of Jewish friends and others have come as part of interfaith visits or study tours, many have come out of curiosity or in search of a new community of faith. In the open market of religions of the latter decades of the 20th century, especially in the United States, Judaism has become, almost in spite of itself, an option that many spiritual seekers, most of them from educated middle-class Christian backgrounds, have seriously considered. By the turn of the 21 st century, tens of thousands of Christians have come to celebrate Passover Seders, often in communal events organized by their churches. In many countries, Christians have organized councils of Christians and Jews, affiliated with the World Council of Christians and Jews, which was established in the dialogue era of Vatican II and has national councils throughout the world affiliated with it. 49 Although the interfaith dialogue has had remarkable achievements in decreasing negative stereotypes and improving relationships between Jews and Christians, it would be wrong to describe the attitude of mainstream Christianity toward the Jewish people as merely that of amity and friendship. Jewish observers have noted that official recognition did not necessarily equal full acceptance, while others have complained that old anti-Jewish sentiments have at times been 
Ariel CP 13 http://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/scjr replaced by anti-Israeli ones. 50 During the same years of the rapid advancement of dialogue and reconciliation, especially after the 1967, many liberal Christians have become pro-Arab, strongly criticizing Israeli policies. Ironically, the same churches and organizations that take part in the dialogue and have come to recognize Judaism as a legitimate faith have become supporters of anti-Israeli lines. This has become increasingly evident since the 1970s, as liberal Christian groups and organizations, including the World Council of Churches, developed a strong commitment to national liberation movements, identifying the Israelis as oppressors. 51 In addition, many Christian denominations have realized that their Middle Eastern co-religionists were mostly Arabs. In the latter decades of the twentieth century, churches in the Third World have gained greater influence in international church councils, such as the World Council of Churches, thus exercising influence on American and European Christian opinions as well. 52 The relations of liberal Christian churches towards Jews since the late 1960s can be defined therefore as somewhat paradoxical-offering Judaism growing recognition but objecting to the Jewish state and its policies as well as to the political agenda of Jewish organizations on Middle-Eastern issues. Christian denominations, however, have often spoken with different voices. Within the same churches, there are theologians committed to dialoguing with Jews and Christian-Jewish reconciliation, who strive to build an appreciation for Judaism in their communities. The same churches also include activists and theologians who are concerned over Palestinian rights, view Israel as an oppressor, and who do not necessarily take interest in Christian-Jewish relationships. Jewish representatives in the dialogue, especially during the 1960s-1970s, have often seen it as their mission to include Israel on their agenda and to try to convince the non-Jewish participants in the dialogue of the importance of the Land of Israel for the Jewish people as well as the well-being of the Jewish state. In that, they were not always successful.
Conservative Christian Dialogue with Jews
The relationship between conservative Protestants and Jews developed along somewhat different lines than the relationship between Jews and liberal Christians. The conservatives as a rule were more hesitant to join official dialogue groups, yet Jews and conservative evangelicals have found less official means of dialogue and the attitudes of conservative evangelicals towards the Jews have also undergone huge transformations throughout the twentieth century.
As with liberal and mainstream Christians, the attitudes of conservative evangelical Protestants toward the Jews have reflected the nature of this segment of Christianity, its faith, and agenda. A major component of the evangelical theology is the belief that only those individuals who undergo a personal religious experience of conversion in which they accept Jesus as their savior will be saved and granted eternal life. Evangelical Protestants are therefore committed to spreading the Christian gospel world-wide. In evangelical eyes, granting legitimacy to the religious beliefs of others is an act of neglect towards them, and so conservative evangelicals do not lend themselves easily to dialoguing with representatives of other faiths. In their vision, all humanity should convert to Christianity in it evangelical interpretation. Conservative evangelicals Evangelical Christians believe that until the Jews accept Jesus as their personal Messiah they remain in a state of spiritual and moral deprivation. According to the evangelical understanding, Judaism cannot grant salvation to its believers, nor can the observance of its precepts have any value or serve any purpose after Christ's death on the Cross. 54 A number of evangelical authors have expressed frustration that the Jews had not accepted Jesus as the Messiah when he first appeared. Had they done so, the Kingdom of God upon Earth would have come into being already then. The primary means for conservatives to express their faith that Jews were still destined for a central role in God's plans for humanity has been to invest time and efforts in evangelizing them, as well as engage in acts of good will and welfare among Jews.
In conservative Protestant writings, the Jews often had been portrayed as the perpetrators of secular ideological and political movements such as communism, socialism, or secular humanism, which, in the conservative view, had aimed to destroy Christian civilization. Until the 1970s, evangelicals and Jews did not really have too many opportunities to encounter each other, a fact that contributed to the perpetuation of stereotypes on both sides. 55 A study by sociologists commissioned by the Anti-Defamation League in the early 1960s pointed to more anti-Jewish prejudices among conservative evangelicals than among liberal Protestants or Roman Catholics. 56 However, a similar study initiated by the Anti-Defamation League in the mid-1980s showed a drastic decline in the extent of such prejudices among the conservatives. 57 This change should be accounted for by the increased evangelical interest in and involvement with Jewish and Israeli affairs since the Arab-Israeli war in 1967 and the subsequent increase in information available to evangelicals on these topics.
While evangelicals have not seen Judaism as a religion offering its adherents spiritual meaning or eternal salvation, scholars of this camp have also joined in searching for the roots of Christianity in Second Temple Judaism. A number of conservative institutions, such as Wheaton College, have included Judaic studies in their curriculum. Evangelical students have visited Israel, at times participating in archeological digs there. 58 Conducted periodically by evangelical churches, colleges, Bible schools, and pro-Israel groups, visits to Israel have become common features of evangelical life. While evangelicals warmed up to Jews, Jewish warming up to evangelicals was slower, with many Jews still viewing evangelicals suspiciously.
The messages of evangelical missions to the Jews, and the glorified role Jews play in evangelical eschatology and imagery brought about an evangelical-Jewish movement: Jews, who have adopted the evangelical Protestant faith, yet have wished to retain their Jewish identity. 59 The rather assertive movement of messianic Jews or Jewish Believers in Jesus has become an important agent in shaping the evangelical-Jewish relationship. Missions too are agents of shaping evangelical opinions on Jews and Israel, distributing material on Israel among evangelical Christians, and lecturing on Israel in churches, and organizing tours to that country. Ironically, missions to the Jews and the Messianic-Jewish community serve as pro-Jewish interest groups within the larger evangelical community, promoting support for Israel and requesting a high priority to evangelization efforts among the Jews. While messianic Jews have strived for recognition as legitimate Jews, mainstream Jewish organizations have refused, as a rule, to dialogue with such groups.
Although conservative Protestants do not recognize the legitimacy of a religious faith not founded upon the acceptance of Jesus as a savior, and although Jews are committed to safeguarding their continued existence as a unique community, there have been some attempts at evangelical-Jewish conversations. 60 As a rule, evangelical leaders who have participated in the dialogue did not represent missionary organizations, but rather voices of intellectuals and academics within evangelical Christianity. 
Conclusion
As the interfaith dialogue heads into the 21st century, one can look back at over a century of Christian-Jewish dialogue and reach some conclusions. Essentially a liberal Christian initiative, Christians taking part in the dialogue in its early stages did not wish to resolve old-time issues. But they were willing to address current Jewish-Christian concerns and offer a forum to Jewish and Christian representatives. Interfaith dialogue grew into an unprecedented movement of Christian-Jewish reconciliation in the decades following World War II. At the turn of the twentieth century, the dialogue came to include discussions between Jewish, Christians, and representatives of other religious communities as well. While the interfaith dialogue affected the Christian and Jewish communities at large, it remained overwhelmingly the domain of ministers, priests, nuns and rabbis who became the official spokespersons of their communities, representing their issues, and interests.
Interfaith dialogue reached its zenith in the 1960s-1970s, when impressive unprecedented achievements were made in improving the relationship between Christianity and Judaism. This movement has, at least on the theoretical level, put to rest old accusations and animosities, bringing about more correct and tolerant relationships between the communities. Centuries-old Christian accusations against Judaism and Jews and unfavorable stereotypes were removed from sermons, textbooks, and scholarly works. For the most part, these changes took place consciously among liberal Christians, although they influenced some conservative groups as well. During the 1960s-1980s, a number of Christian theologians expressed an unprecedentedly generous understanding of the relationship between Christianity and Judaism, offering theoretical frameworks to the changes, while various councils and groups produced unprecedentedly reconciliatory statements.
The dialogue has been somewhat less successful, from a Jewish point of view, when its agenda turned towards the Israeli-Arab conflict. Many liberal Christians refused to tie pro-Israeli sentiments with reconciliation between the faiths. Paradoxically, just when the dialogue reached a historical peak bringing an unprecedented improvement in the relationship between Christians and Jews, it also reached a crisis. Christian groups that showed willingness to transform and reverse their opinion on Judaism and Jews refused to accept what seemed to them as a noncritical Jewish enchantment with the State of Israel. At the turn of the 21st century, some Jews and non-Jews alike created alternative dialogue groups, in which they have voiced their more critical opinions.
While interfaith relations have progressed dramatically, they have not brought about a full reconciliation between Jewish and Christian groups, with pockets of bitterness and suspicions remaining unresolved. Not all Catholics and Protestants, even members of mainstream churches, have accepted the legitimacy of Judaism. A series of more conservative Western churches developed more positive assessments of Jews, but on their own terms, which do not correspond with the liberal Christian paradigm. Some groups have not altered their opinions. Still, the
